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Prepared for Zac Lorenzen
Power Skills™ are critical to career growth today. The seven Power
Skills were selected and curated for their relevance to business
growth, management agility, and adaptability to change. When
taken together and mastered, these skills can give you the ability
to think critically, work effectively with teams, and expand your
responsibility for people and processes.

How the Power Skills PROﬁle is Reported
Your score on the Power Skills PRO ™ is compared to others who
have taken the assessment. Our comparison for each of the skills
is based on this comparison. For six of the seven Power Skills, we
provide your results compared to the mean (average) of all others
who have taken this assessment. For each of these six skills, your
report will be high, average, or low in comparison to the average of
others for that skill. We also show you the average score for each.
Values Clariﬁcation is scored differently. Each of us has a wide set
of values, and it is not appropriate to suggest which are better than
others. Reporting for Values Clariﬁcation shows your top three of
the various values that the PRO tested.
The important thing to remember is that all seven Power Skills
work together to strengthen your overall ability to lead and adapt.
In order to solve problems, strong decision-making strategies
must be used. In order to make good decisions, good judgment
is necessary. Rarely is this done alone. That’s where strong
communication and collaboration skills come in. And all is within
a ﬁrm foundation of values.
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Your Top Three Values:
Intellectual Stimulation
Independence
Creativity
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